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1. Iverson < p > answer very ornamental dribble extraordinary, dazzling offensive and lightning speed to busy, let all NBA fans are
crazy. We can say that the Allen Iverson will street basketball style into the NBA game of, in the eyes of the fans, the basketball more
often is a work of art, the answer will be the beauty of the art in the regular game deduced to get incisively and vividly. 2. Williams < p
> White Chocolate "basketball artist" said apply evaluation team mate Youdulisi Heisler Mu and his basketball skills called "Crazy".
When a white basketball interpretation so exquisite, more is surprised with his mouth wide open, so a player can use all means to
spread the good shot, successfully performed with fists and someone else's body to pass, and dizzying behind the back pass to
shock unceasingly. 3. Alston < p > fame in the sacred streetball in New York Rucker Park, nicknamed the "skiptomylow" (the lyrics of
a song), he in the basketball court brisk and changing dribbling let one's tongue says to surprise. He played high performance
properties, footwork on the pitch fluttered, leaving only both surprised eyes behind him to stay. 4. Marbury < p > When New York
Rucker Park Street Fighter, he to colorful game impressed the audience on the streets of New York, after landing NBA. He also
showed his extraordinary talent for basketball. The difference is that of street basketball style from the beginning to the end, all around
him, playing too alone had him take a seat in the team have been unable to obtain good results. 5. Smush Parke < p > "death"
nickname is Parker in the middle of the street basketball was hung on people's lips, he grew to occupy the on the street in New York
City, because of the hardships of life and feel bored and basketball has become he would pass the time by the way, is that a
moment, the Brown of the ball caught in the middle of his life, lingering. 6. Jason · Kidd < p > Kidd was born in Auckland mosswood
stadium, where there is the mark of the predecessors "helicopter" Herman - newins and Gary Payton, where the streetball traditional
strong, transport spawn the alliance most comprehensive point guard, he open field of vision and the ability to comprehensive
doomed him in the NBA will set off bloody. 7. Gary · Payton < p > mentioned Payton, eponymous trash talk and his defensive skills,
and trash talk is gloves in the middle of the street basketball the pass, somehow also calculate is to enrich the streetball culture of
another side. we made the news, never care about what you do not see finished, there is also a WeChat micro-blog, search
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